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Lost Dutchman State Park

6109 N. Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ 85119

Park Phone: (480) 982-4485 | Reservations: 1-877-MY-PARKS
Named after the fabled lost gold mine, **Lost Dutchman State Park** is located in Apache Junction in the Sonoran Desert, 40 miles east of Phoenix. Several trails lead from the park into the Superstition Wilderness and surrounding Tonto National Forest.

Take a stroll along the Native Plant Trail or hike the challenging Siphon Draw Trail to the top of the Flatiron. Depending on the year’s rainfall, you might be treated to a carpet of desert wildflowers in the spring. Enjoy a weekend of camping and experience native wildlife including Mule Deer, Coyote, Javelina, and Jackrabbit.

**Hiking Trails**

**Native Plant Trail**: Located near Visitor Center, this 1/4 mile trail features desert plants along an accessible paved trail.

**Treasure Loop Trail (#56)**: Length 2.4 miles round trip, rated moderate, elevation change of 500 feet. Ends at either picnic area.

**Prospector’s View Trail (#57)**: Length 0.7 miles, rated moderate. It connects Siphon Draw Trail with Treasure Loop Trail & also connects with Jacob’s Crosscut Trail.

**Jacob’s Crosscut Trail (#58)**: Trail runs 0.8 miles along the base of the mountain, rated easy. It connects Treasure Loop Trail with Prospector’s View Trail, and continues 4.5 miles past the park area along the base of the Superstitions.

**Siphon Draw Trail (#53)**: 4 miles round trip. Trail winds into a canyon known as Siphon Draw, with a 1,000 foot elevation gain to the Basin area. It’s possible to continue hiking to the Flatiron (6 miles round-trip), but note trail is not maintained past the Basin. Plus, there’s a 1-mile, 2,000 foot elevation gain from Basin. **Only experienced hikers in good shape should attempt the Flatiron hike**. Allow 5–6 hours to hike to top and return.

**Discovery Trail**: Connects campground & day use areas. Features information signs, a wildlife pond, bird feeder and viewing bench.

**Lost Dutchman State Park**

Hiking | Camping | RV Sites
Mountain Biking | Wildlife Watching

Learn about the Legend & make reservations: azstateparks.com/lost-dutchman